2019 MIPS SUCCESS
By The Numbers

In the third year of CMS’s Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS), hundreds of gAdvisor™
clients used gGastro® electronic clinical quality measures (eCQMs) to report to the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”). They achieved outstanding preliminary results.

HOW DID gADVISOR™ CLIENTS
1
DO ON 2019 MIPS?
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WHAT’S AT STAKE IN 2021
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Billed in Medicare, there could be up
to a $90K bonus or penalty, for example
The number of points needed
to avoid the penalty

With numbers like these,
can you afford not to track your MIPS scores?

gADVISOR QUICK FACTS
STAYING FOCUSED

99%
of gAdvisor clients met their score goals
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87.3

Average NPS for the
gAdvisor program3

“

“My gAdvisor is phenomenal. She is extremely knowledgeable, helpful and thorough.
Her attention to detail has helped us understand things in a manner in which we did
not before. She is always very responsive and available when we need her.”

Karen Robinson, Tri-County Gastroenterology, Michigan

To learn more about how gGastro can help you
succeed in MIPS, visit modmed.com/GoMIPS-GI.
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Numbers are estimated based on data collected by the Modernizing Medicine Gastroenterology gAdvisor service for the 2019 reporting year, using

the MIPS scoring criteria published by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”); may not reﬂect scores for all MIPS categories; ﬁnal
results may vary. Prior performance doesn’t guarantee future results.
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Goals established by clients and may vary by provider.
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NPS score for the gAdvisor program for the 2021 calendar year, Q1, Q2 and Q3.
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